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New model for nearly constant dielectric loss in conductive systems:
Temperature and concentration dependencies

J. Ross Macdonalda)

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
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~Received 31 August 2001; accepted 21 November 2001!

By appropriate fitting of conductive-system frequency-response data for two different ionic
materials over ranges of temperature and ionic concentration, it is shown how dispersion associated
entirely with ionic motion and that leading to nearly constant dielectric loss~NCL! can be
unambiguously distinguished and separated. The latter is clearly associated with polarization of the
bulk material, and in the limit of zero mobile-ion concentration NCL appears to approach zero,
yielding only a bulk dielectric constant,«D`0, one that is frequency-independent over the usual
immittance-spectroscopy experimental range. For nonzero ionic concentration, however, dielectric
NCL appears and can be represented by a small-exponent constant phase element~CPE! complex
power law in frequency. This part of the full response may be modeled either by a CPE that includes
all bulk dielectric dispersion or, more plausibly, by«D`0 and a CPE representing only incremental
bulk dispersion associated with coupling between ionic motion and bulk polarization. In this case,
interestingly, precise power-law dependencies of various dielectric parameters on ionic
concentration are established but need theoretical explanation. Fitting of the ionic part of the total
dispersion with three different Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts models leads to dependencies of their
differentb-shape parameters and dielectric quantities on temperature and on ionic concentration and
strongly suggests that the widely used original-modulus-formalism dispersion fitting model is
incorrect and should be replaced by a corrected version. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important outstanding problem in immittance spe
troscopy is the nature of nearly constant dielectric lo
~NCL! in conductive systems such as glasses with mo
charge carriers. Characteristic behavior is that where the
electric loss function,«9(v), or a component of it, is a very
slowly decreasing function ofv, usually of power-law
form.1–3 In some temperature-frequency regions, such los
dominant, in others it can be identified as an important s
ondary part of the response, and in others it may not
resolvable.4 Ngai, who has recently reviewed the NCL sit
ation in detail, characterizes NCL, or apparent constant
~CL!, as ubiquitous in ion conducting glasses, melts, a
crystals and characterizes it as a spectacular phenomen5

Ngai has also suggested that NCL may originate from
fundamental mechanism in condensed matter and that
ionic conductors it ‘‘originates principally from some loc
motion or vibrational degrees of freedom of the mob
ions.’’5 The present work clearly indicates that, for the alk
glass data analyzed here, NCL is not directly associated
the effective high-frequency-limiting dielectric constant ar
ing directly from ionic motion,«C1` . Instead, the presenc
of ions leads to an increment in the high-frequency-limiti
dielectric constant of the bulk material,«D` , an increment
that thus depends indirectly on ionic concentration. Beca
the data fitting suggests that the NCL effect is dielectric

a!Telephone:~919! 967-5005. Electronic mail: macd@email.unc.edu
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character, it is then in parallel electrically with conductiv
system ionic response, contrary to recent conclusions
Leon et al. in Ref. 4, further discussed in Sec. V below.

The coupling between ionic motion and dielectric pola
ization evident in the present results needs detailed theo
cal analysis and is different from that of the Ngai coupli
theory6,7 and from the Funke theory of mismatch an
relaxation.8,9 On the other hand, it may possibly be related
the qualitative concept of correlated states discussed in
5. The total high-frequency-limiting dielectric constant
«`[«C1`1«D` .

In the present work, the temperature and io
concentration dependencies of significant parameters of v
ous dispersion models used to fit immittance data for t
different ionic materials are estimated by complex nonlin
least squares fitting~CNLS! of the data. Such fitting has bee
carried out using the LEVM computer program.10 Different
models are compared in order to show their appropriaten
or lack thereof, and to support and quantify the present N
explanation. Most of the present fitting has involved prop
tional weighting~PWT!.10

II. DATA-FITTING MODELS

The main models employed here are types
Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts ones.11 Let us distinguish them
using an indexk. Then they may be denoted by KWWk, here
simplified as Kk3,12–15 The most conventional model is th
k50 KWW0 one, or K0. Its frequency response correspon
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3402 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 J. Ross Macdonald
through a Fourier transform, to stretched-exponential tem
ral behavior and involves the shape parameterbk5b0, the
stretched-exponential exponent, with 0,b0<1. When it is
alternatively used to represent dielectric dispersion at
complex dielectric level, rather than resistivity dispersio
we setk5D. K0 is also the basis of the two other KWW
models used herein,12–15 and, although no analytical expre
sions for their frequency responses are available for arbit
b values, LEVM allows all KWW models to be used fo
fitting or simulating frequency response or temporal d
with a relative accuracy usually better than 1025.

In 1972–1973 the original modulus formalism~OMF!
conductivity-relaxation approach was published, and it w
first shown there how the K0 response model could be tra
formed to an important new one, the K1,16,17 although these
distinctions were not made at that time. Since then, the O
has been widely used up to the present~e.g., see the 20
references to it listed in Ref. 18!, even though crucial defect
in it were pointed out in 199612,19and a new version of it, the
corrected modulus formalism~CMF!, was introduced. Un-
like the K0 and many other dispersion models, K1 respo
involves a dielectric constant contribution,«C1(v), that can
be shown to arise entirely from mobile charges and wh
high-frequency limit,«C1(`)[«C1` , is nonzero.12,14,19

Although the OMF dealt primarily with modulus re
sponse,M (v)51/«(v), it introduced a high-frequency
limiting dielectric constant, there denoted«S , an integral
part of the conductive-system dispersion. This quantity w
identified as containing ‘‘all the ordinary contributions to th
relative permittivity of the material except those connec
with the long range ionic diffusion process.’’16 It was further
noted that ‘‘...«S contains contributions from deformatio
and vibration losses and from the electronic polarization
the material, but no contributions from migration losses.’’16

These definitions imply that«S represents the present bu
«D` quantity, although in more recent work it has been ide
tified with «` ~e.g., Refs. 5, 6, and 18!.

Both of the above definitions of«S are inapplicable be-
cause the K1«C1(v) expression, and therefore«C1` , arise
entirely from mobile-ion effects and thus should not inclu
any bulk ones. For actual data in cases where the ion-b
coupling identified in the present work is appreciable, o
might expect that the changes in«D` might themselves af-
fect «C1` , but any such changes are likely to be negligib
Note that although one expects that when«C1(v) ap-
proaches and reaches«C1` , ions will be executing local li-
brational motion, such dipolarlike effects involve the io
rather than the bulk-material surrounding network. Althou
both the OMF approach and the CMF one12,14,15,19involve
the K1 model, they differ in two important respects. The fi
is the consistent use of the ion-only derived«C1` quantity in
the CMF and its replacement by the composite ion-b
quantity«` in the OMF. The second is the need to include
separate parallel«D` free parameter in fitting with the CMF
K1 model. No such parameter is used or needed in the O
since that approach already implicitly or explicitly includ
all «D` effects through«S . When a free«D` parameter is
included in K1 fitting, the resulting CMF composite mod
will be designated by CK1.
Downloaded 11 Apr 2005 to 152.2.181.221. Redistribution subject to AIP
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There are three free parameters in the OMF K1 mo
and four in the CK1 CMF K1 one. The K0 model aga
requires a free dielectric parameter, this time represen
«` , and it will then be designated as the CK0. In additio
there are situations where a series or parallel power-
constant-phase-element~CPE! response function needs to b
made a part of a composite-fitting model.3,13,15A series ele-
ment, the SCPE, possibly representing electrode effect
best defined at the complex resistivity level and may be w
ten asrSC(v)[1/@«VASC( iv)gSC#, where«V is the permit-
tivity of vacuum andASC is a pure dielectric element whe
gSC51. Similarly, a parallel CPE element, the PCPE, m
be expressed as«PC(v)[APC( iv)2gPC, where APC is a
pure dielectric element whengPC50. The combination of a
K1 response model and a SCPE will be denoted as K1S,
that of a PCPE and a K1 as PK1. Both combinations invo
five parameters.

It has recently been shown that either the CS or the
model can lead to small-exponent power-law response
the corresponding«8(v) response and to apparent CL r
sponse for«9(v).3 But the more common NCL respons
involving small-exponent power-law behavior for both pa
of «(v), can be modeled with such a combination as PK1
PK1S.3 There are seven parameters involved in the PK
model, and whengPC50 it reduces to the CK1S model in
volving six free parameters. The CK0S model also involv
six parameters. Of the composite models discussed here
PK1S and CK1S ones have usually been found to be
most appropriate when the data involve a frequency ra
sufficient to allow statistically significant estimates of a
their parameters to be obtained. Finally, it is worth emp
sizing that the sC8 (v) response associated with th
continuous-time random walk microscopic hopping theory
Scher and Lax20 agrees closely in form with that of the mac
roscopicsC18 (v) K1 model.14,15,21Such detailed agreemen
thus provides further theoretical justification for the app
priateness and effectiveness of CMF K1 models in data
ting.

III. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

Table I lists some of the results of fitting single-cryst
0.88ZrO2•0.12Y2O3 data covering a range from about 20 H
to 106 Hz. These data sets were kindly sent to me by Dr.
León and form a part of a larger group of data o
ZrO2–Y2O3 solid solutions,22 ones that exhibit ionic conduc
tivity. There is, however, no significant overlap between t
present work and that in Ref. 22. The quantity SF is the
relative standard deviation of the fit residuals. Values of
order of 0.01 or less indicate an excellent fit, while those
0.1 or more a poor fit. The OMF K1 fits of theM 9(v) data
with unity weight @UWT# emphasize the fit to the larges
values and thus yield estimates of theb1 shape parameter
close to those that would be obtained from the OMF pro
dure involving the full width of theM 9(v) curve at half
height ~hereafter just ‘‘width.’’!.3,15,17 No adequate OMF
K1S fits were found to be possible.

The K1 CMF model leads to the following expressio
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Fitting results for single crystal 0.88ZrO2•0.12Y2O3 data and various models. All fits are CNLSs-level with PWT except for the OMF K1 ones
which are NLSM 9(v) fits using UWT. Herek50 for the CK0S model and 1 for the rest.

T Model 100SF bk «D` APC gPC «Ck` «`

464 K K1 14.2 0.423 ••• ••• ••• ••• 24.6
CK0S 0.93 0.566 ••• ••• ••• 0 29.9
CK1S 0.79 0.313 22.4 ••• ••• 5.88 28.3
PK1 0.97 0.323 ••• 24.0 0.0045 5.50 ~29.5!

503 K K1 12.4 0.507 ••• ••• ••• ••• 29.1
CK0S 1.26 0.537 ••• ••• ••• 0 29.2
CK1S 0.91 0.319 23.1 ••• ••• 5.15 28.3
PK1 0.55 0.322 ••• 24.2 0.0031 5.14 ~29.3!

544 K K1 4.12 0.534 ••• ••• ••• ••• 29.7
CK0S 0.84 0.512 ••• ••• ••• 0 30.0
CK1S 0.87 0.319 23.9 ••• ••• 4.75 28.7
PK1S 0.72 0.319 ••• 25.4 0.0041 4.69 ~30.1!

583 K K1 1.53 0.571 ••• ••• ••• ••• 31.2
CK0S 0.69 0.478 ••• ••• ••• 0 32.4
CK1S 0.60 0.319 25.5 ••• ••• 4.43 29.9
PK1S 0.58 0.318 ••• 23.6 20.0051 4.49 ~28.1!
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for the high-frequency-limiting dielectric constant arising e
tirely from mobile charges,12,14,15,21

«C1`5s0^t&01/«V

5s0toG~1/b1!/b1«V

5@gN~qd!2/6kT«V#. ~1!

Heres0 is the dc conductivity;̂ t&01 is the mean of the K1
to characteristic relaxation time parameter over the K
model distribution of relaxation times, and the 01 subsc
indicates thatb1, notb0, be used in the distribution, as in th
second part of the equation whereG( ) is the Euler gamma
function. Further,g is defined as the fraction of charge ca
riers of chargeq that are mobile~see later discussion!; N is
the maximum mobile-charge number density; andd is the
rms single-hop distance for a hopping entity, sometimes w
ten asr rms or @^r 2&#1/2.

Note that, as shown in Eq.~1!, «C1` is a purely derived
quantity, one depending only on the fitting parameterss0,
to , andb1. For the OMF, however,«C1` is replaced by«` ,
a quantity that includes response associated with b
mobile-charge dispersion and the dipolar-vibratory bu
material dielectric constant«D` .16,17 Thus, the OMF analog
of Eq. ~1!17 requires that«` ~or «D` ! be fully determined by
the purely ionic dispersion quantitiess0, to , andb1, mani-
festly incorrect.21

The results in the table indicate that for the pres
data, CK0S fits are nearly as good as CK1S ones, but
former ones do not lead to separate estimates of b
«D` and«C1` . Further, for a wider frequency range, the d
ferences in SF values would be greater, making the choice
the most appropriate model much clearer. Although
proper definition of«` is «`[«C1`1«D` , whengPC!1, as
it is here,APC should be a good approximation to«D` , and
those quantities in the«` column of the table shown in pa
rentheses are«` estimates based on«C1`1APC .
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Because the available frequency window did not co
enough of the low-frequency response atT5464 K and 503
K, no significant estimates of the SCPE parameters in
PK1S model could be obtained for these temperatures
464 K, the peak of theM 9(v) curve was not reached, an
the parameter estimates for this temperature are less w
defined than are those at higher temperatures. A similar p
lem for the 583 K data, but arising from insufficient high
frequency response within the available window, led to
small nonphysical3 negative estimate ofgPC shown in the
table. Since its relative standard deviation was greater t
0.5, however, it cannot be well-distinguished from ze
showing that the CK1S results are more appropriate h
than the PK1S ones. Nevertheless, the other very small p
tive values ofgPC , all of which are statistically significant
indicate that NCL effects may be clearly identified in th
data, although for the present data, CK1S fits yield com
rable results.

It turns out that at high temperatures one sometim
finds that at the low end of the available frequency ran
s8(v) response, rather than remaining constant ats0,
slowly decreases as the frequency decreases, ands9(v) de-
creases to a minimum, begins to increase, may reach a p
and finally decreases again at lower frequencies. A good
ample of such behavior appears in Ref. 23 f
CaTiO3:30%Al31; it is clearly associated with electrode e
fects, and it may be modeled with a SCPE. Thus, such
sponse is usually an indication of the presence of n
negligible electrode polarization contributions to the over
response, and it cannot be modeled by means of a PCPE
the present 583 K data, the beginning of such behavior
curs at the low-frequency end of the data. Therefore,
need for a series CPE in the 544 K and 583 K fitting mod
indicates that electrode effects are important at these t
peratures as well as are separate NCL effects.

In contrast, at sufficiently lower temperatures, bo
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3404 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 J. Ross Macdonald
s8(v) ands9(v) decrease monotonically approximately
power-law fashion, as the temperature is decreased. It t
out that they can then be fitted quite well by the addition
either a SCPE or a PCPE, for example, by CK1S or by P
This is evidently the case for the results for the two low
temperatures of Table I. Because the NCL behavior at th
temperatures involves very small power-law exponents, th
is little difference between the CK1S and PK1 models a
the PK1S model is inapplicable. Thus, the results at th
temperatures illustrate the fitting of NCL effects by eithe
series or a parallel added element.3 Since the higher-
temperature results show typical electrode-effect behav
however, it is plausible to identify the SCPE as modeli
actual electrode polarization and the PCPE as modeling N
behavior. These identifications are confirmed by
concentration-dependence results of Sec. IV.

A. KWW shape-parameter dependencies

The various bk (0,bk<1) shape-parameter value
shown in Table I are important because of their differen
and because there have been many varying interpretatio
them. Figure 1 shows their dependencies on tempera
Except for some uncertainty in theT5464 K point, we see
that the CMF CK1S, PK1, and PK1Sb1 values represent th
same temperature-independent behavior and lead to a
high-frequency-limiting power-law constant slope ofn[1
2b1'2/3. Although the OMF approach is incorrect, it h
been so widely used that it is worthwhile to show its appro
mate (b1)OMF K1 response here, one which increases w
increasing temperature. It shows a similar trend to ear
OMF results found in Ref. 24 for a lithium-ion conducto
Again, the corresponding limiting high-frequency power-la
slope isnOMF[12(b1)OMF, which here decreases with in
creasing temperature.

The CK0S fits of the present data lead tob0 values
decreasing almost linearly with increasing temperature in
present range. Similar decreasing behavior appears for m

FIG. 1. bk temperature-dependence estimates for thek and model designa-
tions listed.
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nitrate mixtures in Ref. 25. Hereb0 is also the limiting high-
frequency power-law exponent of the K0 response, and
interpretation when it approaches unity is somew
anomalous.26 Unlike the K1 model, whose intrinsic respons
is independent of the presence of«D` , the K0 model re-
quires the addition to the model of a dielectric constant s
as«` in order to yield a peak in theMC9 (v) response. Thus
there is no one-to-one relation betweenb0 and the width,
and the CK0 or CKOS model must be used for fitting
order to obtain a meaningful estimate ofb0. It follows that
the magnitude of«` can influence whether the width of th
MC9 (v) curve increases or decreases asb0 changes over a
limited range. Here the dependence ofb0 on temperature
leads to a decrease in the CK0 width from about 2.1 deca
at 464 K to about 1.8 decades at 583 K. In most previo
work, the symbolb has been used instead ofb0 or b1, but
the proper choice can usually be identified from the conte

The Ngai coupling model involves K0 response and
terprets changes inb0 with temperature as a measure of t
degree to which cations interact~couple!.6,27 It follows that
the approach to Debye behavior asb0→1, discussed in Ref
26, represents decreasing cation-cation interaction.
present work, however, strongly suggests that decrease
b0 with increasing temperature arise primarily from i
creases of the«D` /«C1` ratio in common situations wher
«C1` contributes to the experimental data, as it does here
most previous data analyses using the K0 model, no le
squares fitting of eitherM (v) or M 9(v) has been carried
out, and the effect of«D` has not been separately account
for. Thus, many if not all, previous interpretations ofb0 as a
measure of correlation between mobile ions may need rec
sideration.

For the present data, the CMF fits are most instruct
and indicate that sinceb1 remains very nearly constant, on
would expect that the underlying width of the basic rela
ation process would also do so. Analysis shows that the
only MC9 (v) width varies only from about 3.45 decades
464 K to about 3.40 decades at 583 K, precluding mean
ful interpretation of changing ion-ion interactions in th
temperature range and consistent with the lack of Coulo
interactions in the microscopic Scher–Lax response mod20

In summary, for the present data and probably more g
erally, as the temperature increases and the frequency r
remains adequate (b1)OMF increases, the CMFb1 remains
virtually constant, andb0 decreases. The low- and high
frequency slopes of the various KWWk models are discusse
in detail in Ref. 26, including the use of the K0 at the« level,
the KD model. For conductive-system situations, the wid
of the MC9 (v) curve at half-height increases the smallerb1

and here at least, the largerb0. For a pure dielectric disper
sion system, it seems clear thatbD generally increases as th
temperature increases, and the width of the«D9 (v) curve
increases asbD decreases.28,29

B. Further temperature dependencies

Unbiased least-squares analysis30 of theto(T) CK1S fit-
ting results shows that this quantity may be well-describ
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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by thermally activated Arrhenius behavior with an activati
energy ofEt51.218 eV. Equation~1! leads to

r05toG~1/b1!/b1«C1`«V , ~2!

indicating, on using the right-hand part of Eq.~1! for «C1` ,
that r0 /T should only show Arrhenius behavior withEr

5Et when any temperature dependence ofG(1/b1)/b1 is
properly accounted for. Here, the CK1S estimates ofb1 are
closely constant, and one obtainsEr51.218 eV from fitting
the r0 /T estimates with or without theb1 terms. On the
other hand, fittingr0(T) estimates does not yield agreeme
with Et but leads to about a 3% smaller activation ene
estimate.

The present estimate ofEr agrees well with the more
approximate estimate of 1.22 eV presented earlier,24 one cal-
culated without theb1 term. No such agreement would resu
from analysis of theb1-dependent OMF K1 results using E
~2!, with or without «C1` replaced by«` . The G(1/b1)/b1

quantity varies rapidly in the small-b1 region, from about 9.3
at b150.3, to 5.0 at 0.35, and to 3.3 at 0.4. The pres
results suggest that previous estimates ofEr without using
the b1 part of Eq.~2!, the usual approach, should only b
satisfactory for situations where the data could be adequa
fit by the CMF CK1 model and no appreciable depende
of b1 on temperature was present, as in the present wor

Figure 2 shows the dependencies of some«-related
quantities on 103/T. The right-hand part of Eq.~1! indicates
that «C1` should be proportional toT21, provided the other
quantities in this expression are temperature independ
Further, for the CK1S modelD«C1 is related to«C1` by a
pure function ofb1.15 Thus, for the present situation w
might expect these quantities to be proportional. For

FIG. 2. Dependencies of various«-related quantities on inverse temper
ture. Here«C1` andD«C1[«C102«C1` values are derived from the CK1S
model fits, D«C0[«C00 values from CK0S fits, and (D«C1)OMF[(«C10

2«`)OMF values from K1 OMF-model fits.
Downloaded 11 Apr 2005 to 152.2.181.221. Redistribution subject to AIP
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higher three temperatures, one finds that«C1`5(2.5845
60.0021)(103/T) with SF50.0013, very close indeed t
T21 dependence. Similarly, fitting yieldsD«C15(27.984
60.050)(103/T) with SF50.0031; thus, D«C1 /«C1`

.10.83, in full agreement with theory.14,15The figure shows
that the points corresponding toT5464 K lie above the ex-
trapolated lines by a factor of about 1.06. This value see
unlikely to arise from the temperature dependence of thg
of Eq. ~1!, which should decrease from unity with increasin
temperature if recombination occurs; therefore it is proba
an artifact arising from the limited low-frequency data at th
temperature, as already mentioned.

Recently, Sidebottom31 proposed that the approximat
expression

D«[«02«`5gN~qd!2/3kT«V ~3!

be used as a universal scaling quantity fors8(v) data. It has
been found to be useful for this purpose,32 and this and other
scaling have been recently discussed in Ref. 15. The pre
analysis extends these results by explaining why, and un
what conditions, such scaling works and how it is related
the CMF response model.

First, note that Eq.~3! agrees with the right-hand side o
Eq. ~1!, except for the replacement of the experimental qu
tity D« by the theoretical one«C1` , and by the factor of 6
by 3. When a response model involving K1, such as
CK1S or PK1S, fits the data well,D«C1 andD« are essen-
tially equal and both should showT21 dependence whenb1

is temperature-independent, as discussed previously. The
sic quantity is«C1` , and the present results show how
generalizes the Sidebottom expression. For the present
using g51 and the relationd250.35a2,24 wherea50.516
nm, the structural parameter of the bulk material, one fin
thatN.7.6531020 cm23, probably somewhat more accura
than the value 9.031020 cm23 calculated earlier for this
material.24

Second, note that although Fig. 2 shows that (D«C1)OMF

can also serve approximately for scaling,D«C0, obtained
from CK0 or CK0S fitting, shows quite different behavio
and would be inappropriate for this purpose. It follows th
Eq. ~3! should only be used for scaling for situations where
CMF dispersion model is applicable andb1 is temperature-
independent. Therefore, when such scaling is found to
appropriate, it suggests that a CMF model should be used
detailed fitting of the data.15

IV. CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE

Table II shows fitting results forxcNa2O•(12xc)GeO2

frequency-response data with various sodium oxide conc
trations,xc . These data were kindly provided by Prof. D
Sidebottom; they are particularly noisy at low frequencies,
not all the low-frequency points were included in the fitting
All the fitting models used here involve K1. The first is th
OMF one, as in Table II, and the others are versions of
CMF approach, all involving CNLS fitting of the fulls(v)
data.

Although the CK1S estimates of«D` and the PK1 esti-
mates ofAPC.«D` are somewhat uncertain, rough extrap
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Fitting results forxcNa2O•~12xc)GeO2 data with differentxc values and various models. All fits
shown involved PWT.

xc /T Model 100SF b1 «D`, «D`0 APC gPC «C1` «`

0.003 K1 13.5 0.611 ••• ••• ••• ••• 5.48
308 K CK1 3.23 0.333 5.63 ••• ••• 0.411 6.04

CK1S 2.92 0.357 5.54 ••• ••• 0.483 6.02
PK1 3.25 0.351 ••• 5.63 0.00089 0.455 ~6.09!

CfiPK1 3.10 0.342 5.0 0.648 0.0078 0.423 ~6.07!

0.01 K1 12.1 0.523 ••• ••• ••• ••• 6.56
284 K CK1 4.60 0.368 5.51 ••• ••• 1.47 6.98

CK1S 2.44 0.356 5.89 ••• ••• 1.18 7.07
PK1 3.48 0.354 ••• 6.04 0.0019 1.17 ~7.27!

CfiPK1 3.47 0.352 5.0 1.09 0.0126 1.14 ~7.23!

0.03 K1 11.1 0.439 ••• ••• ••• ••• 7.01
278 K CK1 5.50 0.340 4.95 ••• ••• 2.42 7.37

CK1S 1.76 0.348 5.03 ••• ••• 2.48 7.51
PK1 1.30 0.349 ••• 5.69 0.0063 2.35 ~8.04!

CfiPK1 1.64 0.344 5.0 1.65 0.0920 2.16 ~7.81!

0.1 K1 12.9 0.426 ••• ••• ••• ••• 9.98
263 K CK1 6.27 0.348 7.81 ••• ••• 4.29 12.1

CK1S 2.92 0.360 6.62 ••• ••• 4.26 10.9
PK1 1.23 0.364 ••• 7.85 0.0095 4.08 ~11.9!

CfiPK1 1.42 0.348 5.0 3.53 0.0260 3.48 ~12.0!
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ec-
lation of their values toxc50 suggests that a common valu
for «D`0 of 5.0 is reasonable. This value has been used in
CFiPK1 model, where the«D` parameter has been take
fixed at «D`0. Note that the PK1 model, through its PCP
part, requires one to assume that there is dielectric disper
of the full «D(v) response, contrary to the usual assumpt
that any dispersion associated only with the bulk mate
occurs at frequencies much beyond the highest in the pre
data. The CFiPK1 model involves the more plausible assum
tion that «D(v) is undispersed over the experimental ran

FIG. 3. Log–log plots of«9(y) data and fits vs frequency,y, for two relative
ion concentrations,xc . Also shown are the estimates associated with
separate K1 and PCPE parts of the composite fitting models. Hereyn51 Hz.
r 2005 to 152.2.181.221. Redistribution subject to AIP
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n
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in the absence of any ionic effects, and, when charge-ca
effects are present, the induced bulk dielectric dispersio
associated only with a PK1 model where (APC)CfiPK1
.@(APC)PK12«D`0#'(«D`2«D`0), appropriate whengPC

!1. Since this inequality is reasonably well-satisfied by t
present results, we shall set (APC)CfiPK15D«D` . Note that
the present results deal only with NCL in conductive syste
and suggest that NCL disappears at zero ionic concentra
Nevertheless, it appears that a different type of NCL m
also appear in insulators.5,33

FIG. 4. bk concentration-dependence estimates for fits with various mod
Here PWT and UWT indicate proportional and unity weighting, resp
tively.
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Figure 3 presents fitting results for the two extreme v
ues of xc . Although the fits involved the full data~minus
some extreme outlying points! extending from about 4 Hz to
53106 Hz, only results for the highest-frequency points a
included here for increased resolution. Table II shows t
even though the tabular values ofgPC associated with PK1
and CFiPK1 differ appreciably, their nearly-constant-lo
PCPE contributions to the fit in the figure are quite close
each other, in agreement with the rough equality of theF

values for the two full-fitting models. The figure also show
those parts of the fit arising only from the K1 part of th
model: lines with slopes of2b1 which are not a part of the
NCL response.

Figure 4 shows the dependencies of the variousbk quan-
tities on concentration. We see that, except for a small de
tion of the xc50.1 point, the CK1Sb1 values are closely
independent of ion concentration. Although the OMF K1
sults shown in Table II involve PWT, the figure compar
both PWT and UWT OMF estimates. The UWT results le
to better estimates of the widths of the experimentalM 9(v)
curves, ones that always include«D` effects, and so are no
representative of the true CMF K1-modelMC9 (v) widths.3,15

The UWT OMF results are qualitatively similar to OM
ones obtained by Patel and Martin and others on vari
alkali glasses.34–37 The results included in Ref. 35 for th
same material as that considered here are mostly compa
to the present ones, making it clear that theirb512n results
are actually OMFb1 ones rather than K0b0 ones. These
same results are included in Ref. 38 where, however, they
misidentified as stretched-exponential Kohlrausch expon
b ~i.e., b0 !. Figure 4 shows thatb0 increases, rather tha
decreases, as the concentration increases, opposite beh
to that of the OMFb1 parameter. Since, unlike the CMF, th
OMF approach yieldsb1 estimates that do not represent t
actualb1 values appropriate for the K1 model alone, all su

FIG. 5. Log–log plots ofhT for designatedh quantities. HereD«D` is the
APC quantity listed in Table II and involves the fixed value«D`055.0, and
Tn51 K.
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OMF estimates are, however, nugatory and should not
used to assess ion–ion correlation effects.

Figure 5 shows some interesting and significant resu
In the past I have stated that«D` and the dielectric effects
associated only with mobile charges should be independ
to first order.15 The figure shows, however, that since bo
the bulk dielectric incrementD«D` and «C1` depend
strongly onxc , «D` and«C1` are mutually dependent, indi
cating appreciable coupling between ionic and bulk p
cesses, the origin of NCL behavior of the present kind.

The three lowest points of each line in Fig. 5 are exce
tionally well-fitted by an equation of the form

Th5B`Lxc
m . ~4!

For theh5«C1` choice withL5g fixed at unity, one finds
B`57166619, m52/3, and SF50.0046. Equation~4! is
consistent with the right-hand side of Eq.~1!, provided one
setsN}xc andgd2}xc

21/3. For theh5D«D` situation, a fit
with Eq. ~4! and L51 leads toB`51631614, m50.362
60.002, andSF50.0031. Now it turns out that here est
mates ofm are appreciably dependent on the value of«D`0,
and a choice of 4.975 rather than 5 leads to a slightly be
fit than that listed and tom50.33560.002. It thus appears
that m51/3 is an appropriate value for this situation.

How can we explain these exponent values? If the m
bile ions were homogeneously distributed and fully disso
ated, one would expect that the interionic separation d
tance,dNa–Na, should be proportional toxc

21/3, consistent
with the transport-distance dependence for smallxc obtained
in Refs. 39 and 40 for the present material but inconsist
with the present«C1` dependence, one where thed of Eq.
~1! is closely proportional toxc

21/6. There is, at present, no
good explanation for this discrepancy but it suggests that
d of Eq. ~1! may not be the same quantity asdNa–Na in the
small-xc region. It is worth noting that although
Sidebottom,31 on analyzing the present data with Eq.~3!,
stated that hisgd2 results were roughly proportional t
xc

22/3, in fact his three smallest-xc points are much more
consistent with the accuratexc

21/3 dependence found here.
The presentTD«D`}xc

1/3 result also requires explana
tion. First, consider the differences between the extrapola
lines and the actualxc50.1 points shown in Fig. 5. For the
«C1` situation, a value ofL5g.0.73 at this concentration
yields agreement with the data. We can now rule out
possibility that D«D` is proportional to («C1`)1/2, even
though this choice yields exponent agreement. The fig
shows that in order to change the extrapolatedD«D` point so
that it agrees with the data, one would require a value oL
5g greater than unity on using this square-root relation.
stead, if we posit that for this situationL51/g and assume
that D«D` is proportional to 1/gd2, along with the presen
«C1` result thatd2}xc

21/3, then a value ofg.0.76 leads to
agreement. The two values ofg are sufficiently close to each
other that the present«C1` , and D«D` relations may be
taken as consistent.

We may interpret the aboveg,1 results in severa
ways. Although unlikely, they may arise only from a Have
ratio less than unity at this higher concentration.39 More
likely is that there is some ion association at this concen
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion. The present results lead to quantitative dependencie
the interesting NCL-related quantityD«D` on temperature
and on 1/gd2, but not directly onN.

V. DISCUSSION

Future analysis should try to explain the present N
behavior in terms of a microscopic model that shows h
high-frequency vibrational motion of ions can augment
high-frequency polarization of the bulk material, thus lea
ing to NCL of the type identified herein. The present iden
fication of NCL as a bulk dielectric phenomenon does
ascribe observed NCL behavior directly to localized ion
vibration as in Refs. 4 and 5 but invokes coupling of su
motion to the surrounding nonionic elements of the mater
The present results suggest that a small part of the energ
vibrating ions is transferred to the bulk material, resulting
increased bulk polarization at high frequencies and thus to
increase in«D` dependent on the mean separation of
ions. It seems likely that such a theory would need to invo
both electromagnetic interactions between ions and
rounding bulk dipoles, as well as contributions from hig
frequency phonons.

Development of a theory to explain the prese
temperature- and concentration-dependence results sh
wait for the resolution of an outstanding problem discus
following. The excellent frequency-response data fits her
strongly suggest that the data include simultaneous contr
tions from ionic dispersion~the K1 term in the fitting model!,
dielectric NCL ~the P or PCPE term!, and electrode effects
~the S or SCPE! term. Note that all these elements contribu
to the total response at all frequencies, although with v
able weight as the frequency changes. It follows that
present NCL coupling process is operative at all frequenc
as well as just causing the high-frequency-limiting dielect
quantity«D` to increase with increasing ionic concentratio
These results are consistent with both appreciable temp
ture and ionic-concentration variation. In contrast, the o
standing and significant work of Ref. 4 seems, however
lead to different conclusions about the origin of NCL in ion
cally conducting materials.

In Ref. 4, León et al. propose ‘‘a serial picture in which
NCL ceases to exist when ions leave their cages and
hopping.’’ They thus conclude that NCL contributions do n
exist at the lowest frequencies and that therefore one ca
describe the full response by two mechanisms in para
Acceptance of this conclusion would rule out the applicab
ity of the PK1~or CFiPK1! model of the present work. Leo´n
et al.4 authors base most of their conclusions on their de
onstration of a crossover ins8(v) data at constant frequenc
and variable temperature between a NCL process at s
ciently low temperatures and/or high frequencies to pow
law ion hopping at high temperatures and/or low frequenc
Further, they find that the crossover frequency is therm
activated with a low-activation energy identified with th
barrier that ions must overcome to begin hopping.

First, it should be noted that no CNLS fitting has be
carried out for the work described in Ref. 4, and no ment
is made there of possible electrode effects. But such eff
may be important at either low or high frequency ends of
Downloaded 11 Apr 2005 to 152.2.181.221. Redistribution subject to AIP
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frequency range.3,12,13,15,23Thus, they may possibly be mis
taken for NCL in some ranges where the data may be fi
with either a SCPE or PCPE added element, and where
dispersive response, such as that associated here with
may be of minor or no importance.

Here, where good fitting often requires both a PCPE a
an SCPE in the model, it is evident that the PCPE term le
to dielectric NCL behavior and the SCPE one accounts
electrode effects. When this is the case, the serial appro
of Ref. 4 would seem to be inapplicable unless the hig
temperature parts of the response were ascribed to elec
effects. Then, the present parallel dielectric model for N
may still be consistent with some or all of the Ref. 4 data a
results. It remains to be shown, however, whether either
parallel PK1 or the series CK1S model can lead to the tr
sitional effect demonstrated in Ref. 4 and as well, to res
showing low-temperature NCL behavior, such as those p
sented in Figs. 7 and 9 of Ref. 41. Work in progress is aim
at evaluating these possibilities, and preliminary results se
promising for both models.
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